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Minimalist Baker's Everyday Cooking - Dana Shultz 2016-04-26
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 allnew simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to
prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking
and quickly gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares
101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed
with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10
ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options
for hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a snap •
Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes with standard and
metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to
cooking for anyone who loves delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
Griddlers Logic Puzzles - Griddlers Team 2015-01-20
Griddlers puzzles, also known as Griddlers or Nonograms, are picture logic puzzles in which cells in a grid
have to be colored or left blank according to numbers given at the side of the grid to reveal a hidden
picture. Some people compare Griddlers to Sudoku. However, the Griddlers puzzles always reveal a nice
image as a result. This book consists of 64 color Griddlers puzzles, from small and easy up to big and
complicated ones that may take several hours to solve. The solutions of the puzzles appear at the end of the
book.
The Biology of Citrus - Pinhas Spiegel-Roy 1996-08-28
Biology of Citrus provides a concise and comprehensive discussion of all major developmental, genetic and
horticultural aspects of citriculture in an easily readable text. The book deals with the history, distribution
and climatic adaptation of the crop, followed by taxonomy and systematics, including a horticultural
classification of edible citrus species. Subsequent chapters cover tree structure and function, reproductive
physiology, including flowering, fruiting, productivity, ripening, post-harvest and fruit constituents. The
main aspects of cultivated citrus, such as rootstocks, irrigation, pests, viruses and diseases are dealt with,
leading to a concluding chapter that considers genetic improvement, including the use of tissue culture and
plant biotechnology. The book includes many specially produced original illustrations and the extensive
reading lists will make it invaluable for students and citrus specialists.
Fire Punch, Vol. 2 - Tatsuki Fujimoto 2018-04-17
Following the fight with his longtime enemy Doma, Agni is beheaded, and it’s decided that his head is to be
taken to the sea. However, during the journey, a mysterious person named Togata appears, and their
madness-tainted filming begins! -- VIZ Media
Diffordsguide Cocktails - Simon Difford 2013-08-22
Includes 800 new recipes.
After the Rain, 2 - Jun Mayuzuki 2020-02-18
Akira’s feelings toward her boss grow more intense, and Kondo, in the face of such unwavering attention,
finds that emotions he thought he’d lost long ago are welling up once again, and he meets up with an old
college classmate. Meanwhile, Akira clashes with her best friend Kiyan, as she feels the distance between
them has grown too much. And so the summer of Akira’s 17th year passes by…
Production and Packaging of Non-Carbonated Fruit Juices and Fruit Beverages - Philip R. Ashurst
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2013-11-09
In the period of about five years since the first edition of this book appeared, many changes have occurred
in the fruit juice and beverage markets. The growth of markets has continued, blunted to some extent, no
doubt, by the recession that has featured prominently in the economies of the major consuming nations. But
perhaps the most significant area that has affected juices in particular is the issue of authenticity.
Commercial scandals of substantial proportions have been seen on both sides of the Atlantic because of
fraudulent practice. Major strides have been made in the development of techniques to detect and measure
adulterants in the major juices. A contri bution to Chapter 1 describes one of the more important scientific
techniques to have been developed as a routine test method to detect the addition of carbohydrates to
juices. Another, and perhaps more welcome, development in non-carbonated beverages during the past few
years is the rapid growth of sports drinks. Beverages based on glucose syrup have been popular for many
years, and in some parts of the world isotonic products have long featured in the sports arena. A
combination of benefits is now available from a wide range of preparations formulated and marketed as
sports drinks and featuring widely in beverage markets world-wide. A new chapter reviews their
formulation and performance characteristics. Another major trend in the area of fruit-containing noncarbonated bever ages is the highly successful marketing of ready-to-drink products.
Transparent Light Blue - Kiyoko Iwami 2019-04-02
Ritsu is willing to do anything for her best friend Ichika, including the intimate act of cleaning her ears. But
when Ichika starts dating a boy, Ritsu realizes that she wants to be more than friends. Will Ichika push her
away when Ritsu reveals her innermost feelings?
Yotsuba&! - Kiyohiko Azuma 2011-12-12
Ohhhhh! Yotsuba's back! Today, Yotsuba was drawing Jumbo, okay? That's Daddy's REALLY, REALLY BIG
friend. He's real nice and I guess a big baby. But he's too big to draw in Yotsuba's sketchbook! So Yotsuba
drew Jumbo on the street in front of our house! Cool, huh? But Ena's friend Miura, who has wheels on her
feet, said Yotsuba was bad at drawing...she's wrong, right? RIGHT!?
Skip Beat! (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 14 - Yoshiki Nakamura 2020-12-01
When Kyoko’s heart is broken, she decides that revenge is a dish best served in the spotlight! Kyoko
Mogami followed her true love Sho to Tokyo to support him while he made it big as an idol. But he’s casting
her out now that he’s famous enough! Kyoko won’t suffer in silence—she’s going to get her sweet revenge
by beating Sho in show biz! Kyoko desperately wants to be cast in a new samurai drama so she can work
opposite her best friend in the entire world, Kanae "Moko" Kotonami. But the producer in charge of the
acting test kicks Kyoko out without even letting her perform! Kyoko’s temporary manager, Yoshiro, isn’t
worried, though. He knows a little adversity isn’t enough to stand in the way of Kyoko’s dreams. Still, her
competition isn’t known for playing fair, and Kyoko’s professionalism is getting blasted away by waves of
doubt and grudge demons. Her only chance to stay in the running is to channel her dark emotions into her
acting, but how can she hope to control feelings about her special weakness, Ren Tsuruga?!
Skip and Loafer Vol. 5 - Misaki Takamatsu 2022-07-26
ENDINGS AND BEGINNINGS As fall turns into winter, Mitsumi and her friends say goodbye to the first
half of their freshman year. Meanwhile, Mitsumi’s friendship with Shima-kun takes on a whole new depth.
Horticultural Reviews, Volume 34 - Jules Janick 2008-01-14
Horticultural Reviews presents state-of-the-art reviews on topics in horticultural science and technology
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covering both basic and applied research. Topics covered include the horticulture of fruits, vegetables, nut
crops, and ornamentals. These review articles, written by world authorities, bridge the gap between the
specialized researcher and the broader community of horticultural scientists and teachers. All contributions
are anonymously reviewed and edited by Professor Jules Janick of Purdue University, USA, and published in
the form of one or two volumes per year. Recently published articles include: Artificial Pollination in Tree
Crop Production (v34) Cider Apples and Cider-Making Techniques in Europe and North America (v34)
Garlic: Botany and Horticulture (v33) Controlling Biotic Factors That Cause Postharvest Losses of Fresh
Market Tomatoes (v33) Taxus spp.: Botany, Horticulture, and Source of Anti-Cancer Compounds (v32) The
Invasive Plant Debate: A Horticultural Perspective (v32)
Black Bird - Kanoko Sakurakouji 2011-07-07
Kyo, the head of the Tengu demon clan, is Misao's only chance for survival. But even though she has sweet
memories of him as a childhood friend, she has trouble reconciling them with the man he has become.
Despite the strange attraction she feels for Kyo, can she trust her life, let alone her heart, to a man who
only cares about the promise of her blood? -- VIZ Media
Black Bird - Kanoko Sakurakouji 2011-07-07
Misao is starting to trust her heart where Kyo is involved, especially after he gives her one of his primary
feathers. It isn't just her first present from him, it's a magic talisman that will keep her safe when he's not
nearby! Misao is elated to be able to go to school without the fear of being eaten, just like a normal teenage
girl. But as her feelings for Kyo deepen, she starts to realize that as his bride she will have to leave her
human life behind--including her family! -- VIZ Media
Postharvest Biology and Technology of Tropical and Subtropical Fruits - Elhadi M Yahia 2011-09-19
Tropical and subtropical fruits are popular products, but are often highly perishable and need to be
transported long distances for sale. The four volumes of Postharvest biology and technology of tropical
fruits review essential aspects of postharvest biology, postharvest technologies, handling and processing
technologies for both well-known and lesser-known fruits. Volume 1 contains chapters on general topics
and issues, while Volumes 2, 3 and 4 contain chapters focused on individual fruits, organised alphabetically.
Volume 1 provides an overview of key factors associated with the postharvest quality of tropical and
subtropical fruits. Two introductory chapters cover the economic importance of these crops and their
nutritional benefits. Chapters reviewing the postharvest biology of tropical and subtropical fruits and the
impact of preharvest conditions, harvest circumstances and postharvest technologies on quality follow.
Further authors review microbiological safety, the control of decay and quarantine pests and the role of
biotechnology in the improvement of produce of this type. Two chapters on the processing of tropical and
subtropical fruit complete the volume. With its distinguished editor and international team of contributors,
Volume 1 of Postharvest biology and technology of tropical and subtropical fruits, along with the other
volumes in the collection, will be an essential reference both for professionals involved in the postharvest
handling and processing of tropical and subtropical fruits and for academics and researchers working in the
area. Along with the other volumes in the collection, Volume 1 is an essential reference for professionals
involved in the postharvest handling and processing of tropical and subtropical fruits and for academics
and researchers working in the area Focuses on fundamental issues of fruit physiology, quality, safety and
handling relevant to all those in the tropical and subtropical fruits supply chain Chapters include nutritional
and health benefits, preharvest factors, food safety, and biotechnology and molecular biology
Kiss Him, Not Me - Junko 2016-04-05
Hi again! It’s me, Kae! After sweating it out with the boys, I’ve slimmed down again, but the fujoshi in me
will never fade away! After everything that happened in the last volume, Igarashi has now fallen in love
with the true me. He’s decided to continue his pursuit, but this time, he means business! Igarashi’s new
resolve also spurs a change in Nanashima, and he doubles his efforts to win me over. It’s great that they’re
both so fired up, but what’s firing me up is the thought of them possibly getting hot and heavy with each
other… Includes extras such as a White Day-themed bonus comic and sketches of never-before-revealed
character designs! SEE LESS
Citrus Vol. 2 - Saburouta 2015-04-07
A yuri tale like no other, now a New York Times manga best seller! Yuzu and Mei may be step-sisters, but
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that's about all the two girls have in common. Yuzu is an outgoing girly-girl who cares more about fashion
than school work, while Mei is the serious student council president. Yet despite their differences, or
perhaps because of them, the two girls find themselves drawn to each other... Mei has been running herself
ragged trying to oversee the school, and Yuzu is worried about her. When Mei's dad comes home from a
business trip, however, it looks like the cavalry has arrived. Unfortunately, his presence opens up old
wounds between father and daughter, and Yuzu finds herself caught in the middle. Will Yuzu put aside her
feelings for Mei to help fix this family feud?
Kaguya-sama: Love Is War - Aka Akasaka 2018-07-03
Will Kaguya and Miyuki share the shelter of an umbrella in a storm? Is carrying a knife dripping with blood
proof that Kaguya is trying to kill a member of the student council? How will Kaguya react when Chika
introduces her to potty humor? Then, Chika must intervene when Miyuki dispenses bad advice on a topic he
knows nothing about, Miyuki tries to develop his kinesthetic intelligence, and Kaguya and her personal
assistant play a practical joke on Miyuki that has dire consequences. Caffeine is required drinking. -- VIZ
Media
Citrus Vol. 8 - Saburouta 2018-09-11
Yuzu is pumped to go on a summer trip with her friends but she also wants to spend time alone with Mei.
As Mei and Yuzu try and find an excuse to slip away from the main group, their friends start to suspect that
there's something going on between the two step-sisters.
Bloom Into You Vol. 6 - Nakatani Nio 2019-03-26
'" The student council play has finally begun! Who will Touko''s character choose to be at the end? And how
will Touko herself feel when the play is over and her dearest wish has been realized? "'
Postharvest Biology and Technology of Tropical and Subtropical Fruits - Elhadi M Yahia 2011-06-30
While products such as bananas, pineapples, kiwifruit and citrus have long been available to consumers in
temperate zones, new fruits such as lychee, longan, carambola, and mangosteen are now also entering the
market. Confirmation of the health benefits of tropical and subtropical fruit may also promote consumption
further. Tropical and subtropical fruits are particularly vulnerable to postharvest losses, and are also
transported long distances for sale. Therefore maximising their quality postharvest is essential and there
have been many recent advances in this area. Many tropical fruits are processed further into purees, juices
and other value-added products, so quality optimization of processed products is also important. The books
cover current state-of-the-art and emerging post-harvest and processing technologies. Volume 1 contains
chapters on particular production stages and issues, whereas Volumes 2, 3 and 4 contain chapters focused
on particular fruit. Chapters in Volume 3 of this important collection review factors affecting the quality of
different tropical and subtropical fruits, concentrating on postharvest biology and technology. Important
issues relevant to each specific product are discussed, such as postharvest physiology, preharvest factors
affecting postharvest quality, quality maintenance postharvest, pests and diseases and value-added
processed products, among other topics. Along with the other volumes in the collection, Volume 3 is an
essential reference for professionals involved in the postharvest handling and processing of tropical and
subtropical fruits and for academics and researchers working in the area Covers current state-of-the-art
and emerging post-harvest and processing technologies Important issues relevant to each particular fruit
are discussed, such as postharvest physiology, preharvest factors affecting postharvest quality and pests
and diseases
Next-Gen Blending - Natalya Hardan 2020-11-15
Be your own barista, bartender, & smoothie maker with these 50 original plant-based recipes specially
formulated for use with BlendJet 2 portable blender! Use them to reinvent your dinner routine, boost your
workout, breakfast faster, or simply create the fuel to feel good. Happiness & healthiness are yours for the
making! Enjoy the freedom to create whatever you like, wherever you are, with the easy and delicious
recipes featured in our first official BlendJet recipe book.
Kakegurui Twin, Vol. 2 - Homura Kawamoto 2019-05-28
After losing her hard-earned profits to student council member Aoi Mibuomi, a penniless Mary is given a
chance to take it all back on just one condition: She must team up with Aoi to oust the student council
president! But in order to do so, she needs to first prove her skills in one of the academy's most popular
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events-the Coupling Party! Will Mary be able to use her gambling prowess to survive this dirty game of
cupid?
A Girl on the Shore - Inio Asano 2016-01-19
Longing for Something Bigger From the Eisner Award-nominated Inio Asano, creator of Solanin and
Nijigahara Holograph, comes one of his most challenging works yet; an intense teen romance set in what
may at first glance be one of the sleepiest places in Japan. When Koume and Keisuke＊s relationship begins
to take shape, it is apparent that they are both searching for something. Maybe Keisuke wants something
more than a kiss from the fair Koume. Maybe Koume is looking for someone better than Misaki, the local
playboy. But what they find in each other over the course of a summer might be far greater than anything
they were expecting. Their lives are going to change. And this will all transpire before high school exams!
Nisekoi: False Love, Vol. 2 - Naoshi Komi 2013-02-12
Raku and Chitoge's false love is off to a rocky start, but they have everyone fooled! Meanwhile, Raku's still
hung up on his childhood sweetheart and wears a pendant around his neck as a memento. However, one
big problem prevents him from finding the girl whom he promised to marry—he can't remember her name
or face! To further complicate matters, Onodera, Raku's current crush who also harbors secret feelings for
him, accidentally overhears Raku and Chitoge arguing over their false relationship! -- VIZ Media
Konosuba: God's Blessing on This Wonderful World!, Vol. 10 (manga) - Natsume Akatsuki
2020-03-24
After a rocky start, Iris is getting along with Kazuma splendidly, and she's even taken a liking to our hero
and his boorish ways. Claire, however, is still not impressed, and she wants him as far away from the
princess as possible. But Kazuma's grown attached to his new little sister, and no matter how low he has to
sink, he's determined to do whatever it takes to stay by her side!
Scarlet Vol. 2 - Chiri Yuino 2020-11-24
A LOVE THAT WILL DEVOUR THEM WHOLE Finé is under a terrible curse that causes her to transform
into a bloodthirsty monster. Her werewolf lover Iris is determined to help Finé become human again...if
only because Iris wishes to eat her. But when their enemies start moving against them, Finé loses control of
the monster within. Can Iris bring her back from the brink? The thrilling conclusion to a supernatural yuri
romance! The final volume!
Citrus Plus Vol. 2 - Saburouta 2020-11-24
STUDENT POLITICS Mei and Yuzu have come a long way since they first fell in love, but not everyone
approves of the girls’ relationship. When Sayaka, a first-year on the student council, hears a rumor that the
two stepsisters are dating, she immediately sets to work trying to remove Mei as student council president!
Can Yuzu talk her out of it?
Citrus - S Mukhopadhyay 2010-03-09
Citrus is a very ancient crop known to have existed for over 4000 years. This book is an effort to present
Citrus comprehensively. It aims at the holistic way-integrating Production and Utilization of Citrus.
Citrus - 1996
A guide to selecting and growing more than one hundred varieties of oranges, mandarins, lemons, limes,
grapefruit, and kumquats, as well as exotic citrus, offering practical methods for making citrus part of
outdoor living areas, and discussing alternative, chemical-free methods of pest control to ensure healthy as
well as healthful fruit.
Advances in Plant Physiology (Vol. 11) - A. Hemantaranjan 2009-01-01
The configuration of Volume 11 of the International Treatise Series has been absolutely due to praiseworthy
contributions from Scientists of global eminence. This programme has been undertaken with a view to
reinforce the indistinguishable efforts to recognize the outcome of scrupulous research in some of the very
rational and stirring areas of Environmental and Molecular Physiology of Plants. In order to sustain and
further advance, it is committed to maintain the originality and the introduction of novel ideas, ensuring
that the treatise welcomes the best science done across the full extent of modern plant biology, in general,
and plant physiology, in particular. Indeed, within the time span of twelve years, this treatise has been duly
recognized through Current Book Contents and other academic periodicals in the minds of distinguished
readers and has beyond doubt achieved the international status. It is reiterated that in spite of handiness of
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quick accessibility of vast literature from internet, this treatise series in the field of life sciences has been
realized over and above to be like a true guide, friend and philosopher, continually enlightening the most
hidden perceptible nerves of an individual worker, which is beyond the competence of mere internet web
service. It is glory to record that in Volume 11, with inventive applied research, attempts have been made
to bring together much needed fifteen review articles by Fifty-eight contributors from Brazil, China, Egypt,
France, Germany, India, Switzerland and Tunisia; duly evaluated by Consulting Editors of international
stature from India, U.K., U.S.A., Argentina, Australia, France, Germany, Japan, Spain, Portugal, Israel, and
Morocco and rationally disseminated in Seven Sections. Creditably in this volume, over five important
reviews belong to the field of Environmental Stresses besides covering significant areas of research. In
genuineness, the treatise is an achievement for interdisciplinary exchange of information. It would be
extremely a significant book and a voluminous reference material for acquiring advanced knowledge by
post-graduate and Ph.D. scholars in response to the innovative courses in Plant Physiology, Plant
Biochemistry, Plant Molecular Biology, Plant Biotechnology, Environmental Sciences, Plant Pathology,
Microbiology, Soil Science & Agricultural Chemistry, Agronomy, Horticulture, and Botany, besides fulfilling
needs for research teams and scientists engaged in various facets of research in Molecular Physiology and
Biology of Plants in traditional and agricultural universities, institutes and research laboratories throughout
the world.
Takane & Hana, Vol. 2 - Yuki Shiwasu 2018-04-03
Hana has to continue to pretend to be her sister after Takane’s grandfather expresses his desire to meet
Takane’s prospective marriage partner! But Hana’s totally out of her element at a party hosted by the
Takaba Group, the largest conglomerate in Japan! Just how the heck is she supposed to pull this off?! -- VIZ
Media
'"Dreamin'' Sun Vol. 2"' - Ichigo Takano 2019-04-11
When Shimana fails to work up the courage to ask Asahi out on a date, she decides it's time to get a
makeover as part of her self-improvement plan. it when she calls Asahi to come check out her new look,
he's too preoccupied with his own crush to pick up the phone. Is her transformation all for nothing? And
what are those weird heart palpitations Zen's getting every time he looks at Shimana? It's a full house of
unrequited love and self-discovery in volume 2 of this slice-of-life romance!
Citrus Roots -- Our Legacy: Citriculture to citrus culture - Rahno Mabel MacCurdy 2004
Uzaki-chan Wants to Hang Out! Vol. 2 - Take 2020-01-14
A sexy slice-of-life comedy about an introverted college student and his buxom, bubbly classmate! Sakurai
Shinichi's one wish is for a little peace and quiet. But Uzaki Hana--his boisterous, well-endowed
underclassman--has other plans. All she wants is to hang out and poke fun at him. With the help of her
chipper charm and peppy persistence, this might just be the start of a beautiful relationship!
The Citrus Industry: Crop protection - Walter Reuther 1967
V.1. History, world distribution, botany, and varieties. v.2. Anatomy, physiolo gy, genetics, and
reproduction. v.3. Production technology. v.4. Crop protectio n. v.5. Crop, protection, postharvest
technology, and early history of citrus r esearch in California.
Postharvest Biology and Technology of Tropical and Subtropical Fruits - Elhadi M Yahia 2011-06-27
While products such as bananas, pineapples, kiwifruit and citrus have long been available to consumers in
temperate zones, new fruits such as lychee, longan, carambola, and mangosteen are now also entering the
market. Confirmation of the health benefits of tropical and subtropical fruit may also promote consumption
further. Tropical and subtropical fruits are particularly vulnerable to postharvest losses, and are also
transported long distances for sale. Therefore maximising their quality postharvest is essential and there
have been many recent advances in this area. Many tropical fruits are processed further into purees, juices
and other value-added products, so quality optimization of processed products is also important. The books
cover current state-of-the-art and emerging post-harvest and processing technologies. Volume 1 contains
chapters on particular production stages and issues, whereas Volumes 2, 3 and 4 contain chapters focused
on particular fruit. Chapters in Volume 2 review the factors affecting the quality of different tropical and
subtropical fruits from açai to citrus fruits. Important issues relevant to each product are discussed,
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including means of maintaining quality and minimizing losses postharvest, recommended storage and
transport conditions and processing methods, among other topics. With its distinguished editor and
international team of contributors, Volume 2 of Postharvest biology and technology of tropical and
subtropical fruits, along with the other volumes in the collection, will be an essential reference both for
professionals involved in the postharvest handling and processing of tropical and subtropical fruits and for
academics and researchers working in the area. Along with the other volumes in the collection, Volume 2 is
an essential reference for professionals involved in the postharvest handling and processing of tropical and
subtropical fruits and for academics and researchers working in the area Reviews the factors affecting the
quality of different tropical and subtropical fruits from açai to citrus fruits Important issues relevant to each
particular fruit are discussed, including means of maintaining quality and minimising losses postharvest,
recommended storage and transport conditions
Doughnuts Under a Crescent Moon Vol. 1 - Shio Usui 2021-02-23
A yuri romance for the modern career woman! Uno Hinako throws herself into makeup, fashion, and falling
in love, hoping that will make her seem “normal” to the other people at her job. But no matter how hard she
tries, she’s a self-doubting mess inside, and her attempts at “normal” romance with men just keep failing.
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When she starts to think she might be alone forever, a new normal presents itself in the form of her
relationship with Asahi Sato, a level-headed woman who works at her company. It starts as respect, and
then it becomes far more intimate.
Love Me, Love Me Not, Vol. 12 - Io Sakisaka 2022-01-04
Love and friendship have become quite complicated for these four friends. Akari and Rio’s father is being
transferred overseas. Rio wants to stay in Japan to be with Yuna, but Kazuomi thinks Akari should go live
abroad even though they’ll be apart. What will Akari ultimately decide? -- VIZ Media
Citrus Vol. 2 - Saburouta 2015-04-07
Yuzu and Mei may be step-sisters, but that's about all the two girls have in common. Yuzu is an outgoing
girly-girl who cares more about fashion than school work, while Mei is the serious student council
president. Yet despite their differences, or perhaps because of them, the two girls find themselves drawn to
each other... Mei has been running herself ragged trying to oversee the school, and Yuzu is worried about
her. When Mei's dad comes home from a business trip, however, it looks like the cavalry has arrived.
Unfortunately, his presence opens up old wounds between father and daughter, and Yuzu finds herself
caught in the middle. Will Yuzu put aside her feelings for Mei to help fix this family feud?
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